
Cats were found smoking foriegn cigarettes during the summer of 2020,
They were singing "Why don't you do right"
This was the closest thing to American depression they have experienced in their 9 lives.
In the night,they made a routine of visiting Alicia’s garden to dance around Marlene's 6 eggs.



They could blind fold you, you’d still be able to find your way back to
Dōtonbori.

At night by the river side, there were men in suits refusing to call it a day,

drinking sake with neck ties around their head.

It was our Las Vegas.

I was walking through the night, with a familiar hand in mine.

" We could be happy here."

Megumi was capable of building a secret world between us.



To recreate the feeling of being in love,

Megumi drunk three triple shot mochas a day.

To most people, she was not enough of “ this “

And too much of “ that “



You're warm like the sun- not like neon signs.

although neon signs fool me at night

Megumi’s mother Kaoru was exceptionally beautiful.

When she moved past, everything fell in slow motion.

She had milky brown hair, that rested on her collar bones/

The clack of her heels sounded like gunshots.

Kaoru continued to hug Megumi once a year.

Bringing false hope and souvenirs from around the world
.



Her father often reminded her of all the sacrifices he made to keep her.

But Megumi Park understood that love was wisdom, not sacrifice



Look around with loving eyes

Free yourselves from the square boxes

Endless scrolling

Light up a wild fire in her heart

The guaranteed disappointment in the morning

The cherry blossoms fell into the manhole

The sound of typewriter clanking through the night,

My under eye wrinkles are so deep you could jump rope with them

I watch my baby’s pigtails flying as she jumps up and down

The moles feel an earthquake.

And somewhere in the world

There’s a boy named Logan who eats chex mix for breakfast.

He works in a farm and fights with his brother everyday-

And somewhere in the world there is a chicken who wishes he was a turkey

And a turkey that accepted his faith


